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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report provides an analysis of the senior-friendliness of the neighbourhoods of
James Bay and Fernwood in Victoria, British Columbia. The purpose of this study is to evaluate
the senior-friendliness of the James Bay and Fernwood neighbourhoods in order to understand
what aspects of these neighbourhoods are senior-friendly and what aspects require
improvement. This study on senior-friendly neighbourhoods is relevant to the planning field
because of the demographic shift that Canada is currently undergoing as the number of
Canadians reaching 65 years of age increases. As a result, seniors will account for a greater
proportion of the Canadian population.
Research Method
This Master’s report uses a comparative case study approach to evaluate the
neighbourhoods of James Bay and Fernwood for senior-friendliness. This is accomplished by
utilizing evaluation criteria that cover various areas of seniors’ lives. The evaluation criteria
used to measure senior-friendliness were developed using established criteria published by
Hodge (2008), Kihl, Brennan, Gabhawala, List & Mittal (2005), and the World Health
Organization (2007). Based on these criteria and with reference to the literature, the researcher
developed evaluation criteria to reflect the key characteristics that make a neighbourhood
senior-friendly. The 35 evaluation criteria were organized into six categories. The categories are
housing, shopping, pedestrian environment, public transportation, health and community
services, and recreation and culture.
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Results
The findings and analysis concluded that James Bay is more senior-friendly than
Fernwood. James Bay responded significantly better to the housing, shopping, pedestrian
environment, and health and community services categories. Meanwhile, in the public
transportation category and the recreation and culture category James Bay and Fernwood
performed similarly. The results are summarized in the Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of Neighbourhood Score By Category
Category
James Bay
Housing
18
Shopping
10
Pedestrian Environment
13
Public Transportation
8
Health and Community Services
8
Recreation and Culture
8
Total score out of 70
65

Fernwood
14
6
9
7
2
8
46

Conclusions
Creating senior-friendly neighbourhoods should be an important consideration for all
Canadian communities. Because of the trend to promote aging in place, the development of
senior-friendly communities will benefit the Canadian population. Therefore, it is important
that planners work with various professionals and agencies as well as community associations
and businesses to create communities that facilitate senior-friendly living.
Recommendations
Based on the study findings and analysis, the following recommendations are made for
each neighbourhood. The recommendations are separated by neighbourhood as well as
responsible agency and consist of short-term, medium-term and long-term recommendations.
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James Bay
 Conduct a pedestrian walkability survey (short term)
- Responsible agency: James Bay Neighbourhood Association
 Install bus stop shelters and benches (medium term)
- Responsible agency: BC Transit
 Consider locating a library branch in James Bay (long term)
- Responsible agency: City of Victoria
 Conduct an accessibility survey (medium term)
- Responsible agency: James Bay Neighbourhood Association
Fernwood
 Conduct a needs assessment for seniors’ housing (short term)
- Responsible agencies: Fernwood Community Association, City of Victoria and
Vancouver Island Health Authority
 Encourage a bank to open a branch (long term)
- Responsible agency: Fernwood Community Association
 Conduct a pedestrian walkability survey (short term)
- Responsible agency: Fernwood Community Association
 Install bus stop shelters and benches and improve bus stop lighting (medium term)
- Responsible agencies: BC Transit and City of Victoria
 Conduct a needs assessment for a seniors’ centre (short term)
- Responsible agencies: Fernwood Community Association and City of Victoria
 Consider opening a library branch in Fernwood (long term)
- Responsible agency: City of Victoria
 Conduct an accessibility survey (medium term)
- Responsible agency: Fernwood Community Association
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1.

INTRODUCTION
This report provides an analysis of the senior-friendliness of the James Bay and

Fernwood neighbourhoods in Victoria, British Columbia. The topic of planning senior-friendly
neighbourhoods is important for urban planners because of the demographic shift that Canada
is experiencing. In Canada, 2011 marked the year that the first of the “baby boomers” - those
born between 1946 and 1965 - turned 65 years of age (Hodge, 2008). Subsequently, there will
be more seniors living in Canadian communities than ever before, both in terms of the total
number and as an overall percentage of the population. Because seniors tend to age in place,
this will affect every community and the neighbourhoods within those communities. Therefore,
it is important that planners work to create communities that facilitate age-friendly living.
1.1.

Research Question
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the senior-friendliness of the Victoria

neighbourhoods of James Bay and Fernwood in order to understand what aspects of these
neighbourhoods are senior-friendly and what aspects require improvement.
1.2.

Research Method
The report uses a comparative case study approach to evaluate the neighbourhoods of

James Bay and Fernwood for senior-friendliness. This is accomplished by utilizing evaluation
criteria that cover various areas of seniors’ lives. The evaluation criteria used to measure
senior-friendliness were developed using established criteria. The criteria used were The
Geography of Aging: Preparing Communities for the Surge in Seniors (Hodge, 2008), Livable
Communities: An Evaluation Guide (Kihl, Brennan, Gabhawala, List & Mittal, 2005), and Global
Age-friendly Cities: A Guide (World Health Organization [WHO], 2007). Based on these criteria
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and with reference to the literature, this researcher developed evaluation criteria to reflect the
key characteristics that make a neighbourhood senior-friendly. The evaluation criteria
categories used in this study are housing, shopping, pedestrian environment, public
transportation, health and community services, and recreation and culture. In order to enhance
the analysis, each evaluative criterion was given a quantitative value. The report used a
windshield survey, site observation visits, 2006 Census data, document review, and various
other secondary information to populate the evaluation criteria.
1.3.

Structure of the Report
This report consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the research report topic,

research question and research method. Chapter 2 focuses on the research method used for
this report. This chapter discusses the case study selection, the development of the evaluation
criteria, identifies the evaluation criteria categories and each criterion within them, the
selection of the site visit walking routes, the implementation of evaluation criteria, and report
limitations. Chapter 3 focuses on the neighbourhood case studies and research findings. This
chapter starts by providing a brief profile of the City of Victoria before providing more detailed
profile information for the James Bay and the Fernwood neighbourhoods. The chapter
continues by focusing on the survey findings for each neighbourhood by each criteria category
and each criterion within that category. Chapter 4 offers an analysis of the survey findings. This
chapter analyzes the findings for each neighbourhood by going through each criterion within
the evaluation criteria categories. The chapter concludes by discussing British Columbia’s focus
on creating age-friendly communities, thereby also addressing the issue of senior-friendliness.
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2.

RESEARCH METHOD
Prior to presenting the findings and analysis on the senior-friendliness of the

neighbourhoods of James Bay and Fernwood, it is essential to outline the specific research
method used in this report. Section 2.1 explains why the City of Victoria, and specifically the
neighbourhoods of James Bay and Fernwood, were used as a case study to research the topic of
senior-friendly neighbourhoods. Section 2.2 provides a description of the evaluation criteria. It
discusses the development and precedents of the evaluation criteria before explaining how the
walking route was selected and the criteria implemented. Finally, section 2.3 addresses the
reliability, generalizability and limitations of the research study.
2.1.

Case Study
The researcher’s interest was to evaluate the senior-friendliness of Victoria, British

Columbia. According to Yin (2009), the case study method is an appropriate approach for this
research given its explanatory intention. Furthermore, the case study examines contemporary
events where the behaviours of the neighbourhood cannot be manipulated by the researcher
(Yin, 2009). Finally, one of the unique strengths of the case study is its ability to deal with a
variety of evidence (Yin, 2009).
The City of Victoria was selected as a study area because of the City’s reputation as a
retirement community and its subsequent large senior population. Victoria has been featured
as a retirement destination in books such as Retire in Style: 60 Outstanding Places Across the
USA and Canada authored by Bland (2005), a professor at the Department of Geography at
California State University Northridge. Furthermore, Victoria is the recipient of older adult
migrants from across Canada. As the study’s focus is on senior-friendly neighbourhoods, two
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distinctive neighbourhoods were selected based on age and income. James Bay was selected
because it was identified as the neighbourhood with the highest proportion of seniors, while
Fernwood was selected because it was identified as a neighbourhood with a low proportion of
seniors. There are also differences in the neighbourhoods’ census family median incomes.
These contrasts in age and income allow for a more interesting case study comparison.
Statistical data for comparison is provided in Chapter 3 in the discussion of the research
findings. Finally, these neighbourhoods were chosen because they both feature a distinct
neighbourhood core.
2.2.

Evaluation Criteria
2.2.1. Development of Evaluation Criteria
Prior to developing the evaluation criteria, a thorough literature review was undertaken.

Based on the literature review and criterion used in other evaluation guides, evaluation criteria
were created to assess a neighbourhood’s senior-friendliness.
The evaluation guides utilized in developing senior-friendly evaluation criteria were The
Geography of Aging: Preparing Communities for the Surge in Seniors (Hodge, 2008), Livable
Communities: An Evaluation Guide (Kih et al., 2005), and Global Age-friendly Cities: A Guide
(WHO, 2007). In addition, Hodge’s (2008) “Rating Seniors’ Neighbourhoods” provided a
substantial contribution to the evaluation criteria and was the model followed in assigning a
scoring mechanism. Hodge’s evaluation criteria were further supplemented by Livable
Communities: An Evaluation Guide (Kihl et al., 2005), published by AARP, and Global AgeFriendly Cities: A Guide (WHO, 2007), published by the World Health Organization (WHO). The
Kihl et al. (2005) community survey is based on the following survey criteria components:
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transportation survey, walkability survey, safety and security survey, shopping survey, housing
survey, health services survey, recreation and cultural activities survey, and caring community
survey. The WHO (2007) city survey is based on the following checklist criteria topic areas:
outdoor spaces and buildings, transportation, housing, respect and social inclusion, social
participation, communication and information, civic participation and employment
opportunities, and community support and health services. However, the Kihl et al. (2005) and
WHO (2007) guides are designed to be carried out by groups of volunteers rather than by one
researcher. Therefore, these guides were used to supplement and support Hodge’s (2008)
guide rather than being fully adopted. The Kihl et al. (2005) and the WHO (2007) assessment
tools are also being utilized by “Measure Up The North”, an innovative project involving 40
communities in Northern British Columbia which are working towards making their
communities more senior and disability friendly.
Based on the Geography of Aging: Preparing Communities for the Surge in Seniors
(Hodge, 2008), Livable Communities: An Evaluation Guide (Kihl et al., 2005), and Global Agefriendly Cities: A Guide (WHO, 2007), and with reference to the literature, this researcher
developed evaluation criteria that would reflect the key characteristics that make a
neighbourhood senior-friendly (refer to Table 2.1). The evaluation criteria categories used in
this Master’s research project are housing, shopping, pedestrian environment, public
transportation, health and community services, and recreation and culture. These evaluation
criteria capture the strengths and weaknesses of a neighbourhood’s senior-friendliness.
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Table 2.1. Evaluation Criteria
Criteria
Housing
Single detached
Townhouse
Duplex
Apartment
Continuing care retirement community
Assisted living facility
Residential care facility
Subsidized housing
Housing located near amenities or transit

No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2

Shopping
Grocery store(s)
Retail amenities
Pharmacy
Bank
Post office

None = 0; 1-4 = 1; 5+ = 2
None = 0; 1-4 = 1; 5+ = 2
None = 0; any = 2
None = 0; any = 2
None = 0; any = 2

Pedestrian Environment
Sidewalks
Sidewalk condition
Walking terrain
Traffic signals at pedestrian crossings
Resting places
Public spaces are well lit
Walking routes have good sight lines

None = 0; partial = 1; total = 2
None = 0; poor = 1; good = 2
Steep = 0; moderate grade = 1; flat = 2
No = 0; partial = 1; all = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2

Public Transportation
Bus service
Bus stop shelter

Scoring

Reduced senior fares
Bus stop lighting

None = 0; hourly = 1; half hourly = 2
None sheltered = 0; some sheltered =
1; all sheltered = 2
No bench = 0; some stops have a
bench = 1; all stops have a bench = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
Poor = 0; fair = 1; good = 2

Health and Community Services
Medical clinic
Is the clinic on a bus route
Health professionals
Seniors’ centre

No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2

Bus stop bench
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Score

Criteria
Recreation and Culture
Public park
Recreational paths
Recreation centre or community centre
Church
Library

Scoring

Score

No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2

Synthesizing information from the following sources: Hodge (2008); Kihl et al., (2005); WHO (2007).

Each neighbourhood was evaluated based on how well it fulfilled each evaluative
criterion for senior-friendliness. A scale was used to measure the presence, prevalence or
quality of each evaluative criterion. The ranking system employed allowed for an analysis of
how well each neighbourhood preformed in each of the six categories set out in the evaluation
criteria. In order to enhance the analysis, each evaluative criterion is given a quantitative value
ranging from 0 to 2. The six criteria categories and 35 individual criterion add up to a possible
total value of 70.
The methods that were employed to carry out the evaluation were the City of Victoria
maps and documents, Google Maps, a windshield survey, site visits, the Senior Services Society
website, and the BC Transit website. The City of Victoria neighbourhood map was used to
determine the neighbourhood boundaries. Google Maps was used to determine and create the
walking route for each neighbourhood.
2.2.2. Neighbourhood Analysis
The evaluation criteria are justifiable by the literature as reflecting senior-friendliness. In
the following section the six categories of the evaluation criteria are briefly described and
justified.
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Housing
Access to appropriate housing is vital to supporting different levels of seniors’
independence (Kihl et al., 2005). A senior-friendly neighbourhood will offer a variety of housing
types and tenures (Hodge, 2008; WHO, 2007; Kihl et al., 2005; Gallagher, Menec & Keefe, n.d.;
Scharlach 2009; National Association of Area Agencies on Aging[n4a] , 2007; Seniors’ Healthy
Living Secretariat, n.d.). This is important because it helps to facilitate aging in place (Hodge,
2008). Furthermore, the neighbourhood will offer diverse affordable housing and subsidised
housing options such as providing the option to pay a proportion of one’s income (Hodge, 2008;
WHO, 2007; Kihl et al., 2005; Gallagher et al., n.d.; n4a, 2007; Mahaffey, 2010; Seniors’ Healthy
Living Secretariat, n.d.). City documents were used to confirm the information for populating
the housing criteria. The Senior Services Society website was used to search and locate the
senior housing options in each neighbourhood.
Shopping
The neighbourhood will offer a variety of essential shopping options. A senior-friendly
neighbourhood will provide seniors with amenities that are accessible by walking or public
transportation (Hodge,2008; Kihl et al., 2005; n4a, 2007). Access to amenities or transit stops
should be within a 400-600 metre walking distance (Hodge, 2008).
Pedestrian Environment
The pedestrian environment is crucial to senior-friendliness as every activity a senior
engages in will involve some walking (Hodge, 2008). Therefore, a senior-friendly neighbourhood
will feature pedestrian environments that enable the elderly easily to navigate the
neighbourhood (Hodge, 2008; WHO 2007; Kihl et al., 2005). Insufficient pedestrian
8

environments create a significant barrier to seniors’ mobility and independence (n4a, 2007;
Hodge, 2008).
Public Transportation
Public transportation is important in a society where, increasingly, more seniors are
forced to limit or stop driving as they either no longer feel comfortable driving or lose their
licence. A senior-friendly neighbourhood will facilitate seniors’ mobility by providing a transit
system that accommodates seniors’ needs. Regular public transportation service must be
available throughout the week (Hunter-Zaworski, 2007; Hodge, 2008; ; WHO 2007; Kihl et al.,
2005). In addition, bus stops and the surrounding built environment must support the use of
public transportation (Loukaitou-Sideris, 1999; Hodge, 2008; Kihl et al., 2005). The BC Transit
website was used to determine and locate bus routes and bus schedules.
Health and Community Services
Availability of health and community services is important in supporting seniors as they
age. A senior-friendly neighbourhood will provide readily available health and community
services (Hodge, 2008; WHO, 2007; Kihl et al., 2005; Gallagher et al., n.d.). These services
should be accessible by all means of transport (Seniors’ Healthy Living Secretariat, n.d.).
Recreation and Culture
Opportunity for seniors to engage in physical, mental and spiritual activities is important
for seniors’ overall well-being. A senior-friendly neighbourhood will provide recreational and
cultural activities to its senior population and help them maintain an active lifestyle (WHO
2007; Kihl et al., 2005). The neighbourhood will include environments that offer the
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opportunity to exercise, recreational activities, and lifelong learning opportunities (Kihl et al.,
2005).
2.2.3. Selection of Route
Rather then walk the entire neighbourhood street by street, the researcher selected a
predetermined route, capturing a representative area of the neighbourhood while facilitating
the observation of key criteria. The neighbourhood routes are shown in Appendix A and B. This
approach was taken in order to make the fieldwork and report writing feasible within the given
time. The selection of the route was primarily based on the following criteria: location of
seniors’ housing, bus routes and neighbourhood centre. In James Bay, the route selected
included six senior residential complexes, five bus routes, and two main streets running through
the neighbourhood centre. In Fernwood, the route selected included four bus routes, the only
senior residential complex in the neighbourhood, and the main street running through the
neighbourhood. These routes facilitated an evaluation of the senior homes, an evaluation of
the pedestrian environment leading from those senior homes to the neighbourhood centre and
transit stops, an evaluation of transit stops that would most likely be used by seniors, and an
inventory of shopping amenities in the neighbourhood core.
2.2.4. Site Visits: Implementation of Survey Criteria
The neighbourhood site visits were conducted in the first week of January 2012. On the
afternoon of Monday January 2nd, the researcher undertook a windshield survey of each
neighbourhood route that had been selected. The windshield survey allowed for an initial
reconnaissance of the route and neighbourhood. The site visit was the primary method used to
populate the evaluation criteria. Next, each neighbourhood route was walked twice, once in the
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morning when it was light out and once in the evening when it was dark out. This was necessary
because the evaluation criteria required the assessment of the lighting quality of public spaces
and bus stops. Each time the researcher walked on alternate sides of the street; this allowed for
a more comprehensive observation of each street block. On Wednesday January 4 th, the
morning and evening site observations of James Bay were carried out and on Thursday January
5th, the morning and evening site observations of Fernwood were conducted. Finally, on Sunday
January 8th the researcher went to each neighbourhood centre to confirm the inventory of
business/service amenities that had been recorded on previous site visits. In addition, the
researcher recorded business/service amenities that were not located on the neighbourhood
walking route in order to create a more complete inventory of neighbourhood business/service
amenities.
Descriptive notes were taken during the neighbourhood visits based on the information
required for the evaluation criteria. In addition, numerical values were assigned to each
criterion following the completion of all site visits to a neighbourhood as per Table 2.1. This was
vital as numerical values could only be assigned once observations were complete.
2.3.

Research Reliability, Generalizability and Limitations
This study took measures to address issues of reliability. First, multiple sources of

evidence were used to establish and assess criteria to evaluate senior-friendliness. Second, the
evaluation criteria were developed by drawing from well established criteria. Third, researcher
bias was mitigated by using well established evaluation criteria with clear questions and
corresponding scores.
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This study has undertaken a thorough evaluation of the senior-friendliness of the James
Bay and Fernwood neighbourhoods; however, there are limits to the generalizability of the
study, research method and set of criteria selected. First, the study recognizes that the findings
and recommendations are neighbourhood-specific. Therefore, the report finding are not
generalizable because the research is context specific. As a result, it would not be appropriate
to extrapolate these results and use them to generalize about the senior-friendliness of Victoria
as a whole. However, the method is generalizable and can be used in other neighbourhoods.
Second, the criteria used to evaluate senior-friendliness do not represent a complete list; rather
they represent a list of key attributes which, according to various sources in the literature,
make a neighbourhood senior-friendly. Third, the evaluation criteria does not incorporate
criteria for measuring the accessibility of services and the built environment for seniors with
age-related disabilities. Finally, one should be cautious in the interpretation of the total
numeric value achieved by each neighbourhood. While the evaluation criteria score does
provide an indication of which neighbourhood is more senior-friendly, one should be cautious
in using the values to determine the degree to which one neighbourhood is more seniorfriendly because the inclusion of additional criteria can alter the score differentiation.
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3.

FINDINGS
The following chapter presents neighbourhood case study descriptions and survey

findings. First, demographic and economic census data is provided for Victoria. Second,
neighbourhood demographic, economic, and housing census data together with public transit
data, are provided for James Bay and Fernwood. Third, the James Bay and Fernwood
neighbourhood survey findings are reported.
3.1.

City of Victoria Profile
The City of Victoria forms part of the Capital Regional District (CRD), and is made up of

14 neighbourhoods (refer to Figure 3.1 and 3.2). The total land area of Victoria is 1,968 hectares
with a population density of 39.7 persons per hectare (City of Victoria, 2010). The 2006 Census
reported the population of Victoria to be 78,057 (City of Victoria, 2010). Overall, Victoria’s
population accounts for 22.6% of the CRD population (City of Victoria, 2009). The proportion of
seniors (persons 65 years of age and over) in Victoria has decreased from 24% in 1991 to 17% in
2006; however, this proportion is expected to increase to one third by 2041 (City of Victoria,
2009; City of Victoria, 2010). The 2005 median census family and private household income was
$55,591 and $38,885, respectively (City of Victoria, 2009). Census family refers to an opposite
or same sex married couple, common-law couple, or a lone parent with at least one child living
in the same residence. Private household income refers to the total
income of all members of a household (City of Victoria, 2009).
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Figure 3.1. Capital Regional District

Figure 3.2. Victoria’s Neighbourhoods

Source: City of Victoria. (2010). Community profiles. Retrieved April 14, 2012, from
http://www.shapeyourfuturevictoria.ca/research-facts/community-profiles/

3.2.

Neighbourhood Profiles

James Bay
James Bay borders the downtown of Victoria. It is surrounded by water on three sides
and the City’s Beacon Hill Park on the fourth side (see Figure 3.2). The Inner Harbour is on the
north side, the Outer Harbour on the west side, Beacon Hill Park is on the east side, and the
Strait of Juan de Fuca is on the south side of the neighbourhood. The heart of the
neighbourhood features retail and service amenities. For a map of the James Bay
neighbourhood refer to Figure 3.3. The total area of the neighbourhood is 239 hectares with a
population density of 45 persons per hectare (City of Victoria, 2010).
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Figure 3.3. James Bay

Source: Google. (2012). Google Maps. Retrieved April, 14 2012, from http://maps.google.ca/

The 2006 Census population of James Bay was 10,760 (City of Victoria, 2009). This
represents a 2% increase in population from 2001 (Victoria, 2009). With the average age of the
population at 47.5 years old, James Bay has the oldest average age of all Victoria
neighbourhoods (Victoria, 2010). James Bay has a high population of seniors relative to other
Victoria neighbourhoods. Seniors account for 26% of the population (Statistics Canada, 2006).
The 2005 median family and private household income was $52,553 and $37,374, respectively
(City of Victoria, 2009). There were a total of 6,695 housing units in the 2006 Census, of which
455 (7%) were single detached houses, 715 (11%) were townhouses, 190 (3%) were duplexes
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and 5,290 (79%) were apartment units. With regards to tenure, 1,995 (30%) of units were
owned by residents and 4,700 (70%) of units were rented by residents (Victoria, 2009). James
Bay currently has 10 seniors’ residences. A comprehensive list of seniors’ residences can be
found in Appendix C. James Bay is serviced by five transit routes that run through the
neighbourhood (BC Transit, 2009). For a list of transit routes and regional bus map for Greater
Victoria refer to Appendix D and E.
Fernwood
Fernwood is primarily a residential neighbourhood located in the heart of Victoria (see
Figure 3.2). It features two areas that serve as centres of activity. One, located on the southern
edge of the neighbourhood, between Pandora Avenue and Fort Street, services commercial
activities. The other, located in the neighbourhood centre, services commercial and community
activities. For a map of the Fernwood neighbourhood refer to Figure 3.4. The total
neighbourhood area is 175 hectares with a population density of 55 persons per hectare (City of
Victoria, 2010).
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Figure 3.4. Fernwood

Source: Google. (2012). Google Maps. Retrieved April, 14 2012, from http://maps.google.ca/

The 2006 Census population of Fernwood was 9,575 (Victoria, 2009). This represents a
4% increase from 2001 (Victoria, 2009). With the average age of the population at 36.1 years
old, Fernwood is tied with the Hillside/Quadra neighbourhood in having the youngest average
population of all Victoria (Victoria, 2010). Seniors account for 9% of the population (Statistics
Canada, 2006). The 2005 median family and private household income was $48,067 and 37,794,
respectively (Victoria, 2009). There were a total of 5,045 housing units in the 2006 Census, of
which 905 (18%) were single detached houses, 300 (6%) were townhouses, 690 (14%) were
duplexes, and 3,145 (62%) were apartment units (Victoria, 2009). With regards to tenure, 1,920
17

(38%) of units were owned by residents and 3,125 (62%) of units were rented by residents
(Victoria, 2009). Fernwood currently has one seniors’ residence, as indicated in Appendix C.
Fernwood is serviced by eight transit routes with two of these routes going though the
neighbourhood centre along Fernwood Street (BC Transit, 2009). For a list of transit routes and
regional bus map for Greater Victoria refer to Appendix D and E. Table 3.1 provides a summary
of the James Bay and Fernwood profile information.
Table 3.1. Neighbourhood Census Data for James Bay and Fernwood
Census Data
James Bay
Population
N/A
10,760
Average age
N/A
47.5
Proportion of seniors
N/A
26%
Income
Medium family
$52,553
Private household
$37,374
Housing units
Single detached houses 455 (7%)
Townhouses
715 (11%)
Duplexes
190 (3%)
Apartments
5,290 (79%)
Total housing units
6,695
Tenure
Rent
1,995 (30%)
Own
4,700 (70%)
3.3.

Fernwood
9,575
36.1
9%
$48,067
$37,794
905 (18%)
300 (6%)
690 (14%)
3,145 (62%)
5,045
1,920 (38%)
3,125 (62%)

Neighbourhood Surveys
The neighbourhood surveys indicate that James Bay features more attributes that are

associated with senior-friendliness than Fernwood. James Bay received a higher score than
Fernwood in all but one of the six categories pertaining to senior-friendliness on the survey.
James Bay performed better in the housing, shopping, pedestrian environment, public
transportation, and health and community services categories. In the recreation and culture
category James Bay and Fernwood performed the same. Overall James Bay received a score of
65 out of 70, whereas Fernwood received a score of 46 out of 70.
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Housing
Housing criteria survey results in Table 3.2 and 3.3 show that James Bay satisfies all of
the evaluation criteria, while Fernwood does not. From a possible score of 18, James Bay scores
18 while Fernwood scores 14. The reason for the differing scores is that Fernwood does not
offer seniors access to a continuing care retirement community or assisted living facility.
Table 3.2. Housing Criteria Findings for James Bay
Housing
Scoring
Single detached
No = 0; yes = 2
Townhouse
No = 0; yes = 2
Duplex
No = 0; yes = 2
Apartment
No = 0; yes = 2
Continuing care retirement community
No = 0; yes = 2
Assisted living facility
No = 0; yes = 2
Residential care facility
No = 0; yes = 2
Subsidized housing
No = 0; yes = 2
Housing located near amenities or transit
No = 0; yes = 2
Total score

Score
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
18

Table 3.3. Housing Criteria Findings for Fernwood
Housing
Scoring
Single detached
No = 0; yes = 2
Townhouse
No = 0; yes = 2
Duplex
No = 0; yes = 2
Apartment
No = 0; yes = 2
Continuing care retirement community
No = 0; yes = 2
Assisted living facility
No = 0; yes = 2
Residential care facility
No = 0; yes = 2
Subsidized housing
No = 0; yes = 2
Housing located near amenities or transit
No = 0; yes = 2
Total score

Score
2
2
2
2
0
0
2
2
2
14
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Shopping
Shopping criteria survey results in Table 3.4 and 3.5 show that James Bay satisfies all of
the evaluation criteria while Fernwood does not. From a possible score of 10, James Bay scores
10 while Fernwood scores 6. The reason for the differing scores is that Fernwood does not offer
residents access to a bank or post office services.
Table 3.4. Shopping Criteria Findings for James Bay
Shopping
Scoring
Grocery store(s)
None = 0; 1-4 = 1; 5+ = 2
Retail amenities
None = 0; 1-4 = 1; 5+ = 2
Pharmacy
None = 0; any = 2
Bank
None = 0; any = 2
Post office
None = 0; any = 2
Total score

Score
2
2
2
2
2
10

Table 3.5. Shopping Criteria Findings for Fernwood
Shopping
Scoring
Grocery store(s)
None = 0; 1-4 = 1; 5+ = 2
Retail amenities
None = 0; 1-4 = 1; 5+ = 2
Pharmacy
None = 0; any = 2
Bank
None = 0; any = 2
Post office
None = 0; any = 2
Total score

Score
2
2
2
0
0
6

Pedestrian Environment
Pedestrian environment criteria survey results in Table 3.6 and 3.7 show that both
James Bay and Fernwood do not satisfy all of the evaluation criteria. From a possible score of
14, James Bay scores 13, while Fernwood scores 9. Here, James Bay received partial marks for
only having traffic signals at some larger pedestrian crossings. Fernwood, on the other hand,
received partial marks for the sidewalk conditions and walking terrain. Also, it only has traffic
signals at some larger pedestrian crossings and does not have resting places for pedestrians,
which negatively impacts its score for the quality of the pedestrian environment.
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Table 3.6. Pedestrian Environment Criteria Findings for James Bay
Pedestrian Environment
Scoring
Sidewalks
None = 0; partial = 1; total = 2
Sidewalk condition
None = 0; poor = 1; good = 2
Walking terrain
Steep = 0; moderate grade = 1; flat = 2
Traffic signals at pedestrian crossings
No = 0; partial = 1; all = 2
Resting places
No = 0; yes = 2
Public spaces are well lit
No = 0; yes = 2
Walking routes have good sight lines
No = 0; yes = 2
Total score

Score
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
13

Table 3.7. Pedestrian Environment Criteria Findings for Fernwood
Pedestrian Environment
Scoring
Sidewalks
None = 0; partial = 1; total = 2
Sidewalk condition
None = 0; poor = 1; good = 2
Walking terrain
Steep = 0; moderate grade = 1; flat = 2
Traffic signals at pedestrian crossings
No = 0; partial = 1; all = 2
Resting places
No = 0; yes = 2
Public spaces are well lit
No = 0; yes = 2
Walking routes have good sight lines
No = 0; yes = 2
Total score

Score
2
1
1
1
0
2
2
9

Public Transportation
Public transportation criteria survey results in Table 3.8 and 3.9 show that James Bay
and Fernwood perform similarly in satisfying the evaluation criteria. From a possible score of
10, James Bay scores 8 and Fernwood scores 7. Neither James Bay nor Fernwood provide
transit users with bus shelters and benches at all bus stops. The slight difference in scores is
because overall bus stop lighting in Fernwood is generally “fair” as opposed to “good.”
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Table 3.8. Public Transportation Criteria Findings for James Bay
Public Transportation
Scoring
Bus service
None = 0; hourly = 1; half hourly = 2
Bus stop shelter
None sheltered = 0; some sheltered =
1; all sheltered = 2
Bus stop bench
No bench = 0; some stops have a
bench = 1; all stops have a bench = 2
Reduced senior fares
No = 0; yes = 2
Bus stop lighting
Poor = 0; fair = 1; good = 2
Total score
Table 3.9. Public Transportation Criteria Findings for Fernwood
Public Transportation
Scoring
Bus service
None = 0; hourly = 1; half hourly = 2
Bus stop shelter
None sheltered = 0; some sheltered =
1; all sheltered = 2
Bus stop bench
No bench = 0; some stops have a
bench = 1; all stops have a bench = 2
Reduced senior fares
No = 0; yes = 2
Bus stop lighting
Poor = 0; fair = 1; good = 2
Total score

Score
2
1
1
2
2
8

Score
2
1
1
2
1
7

Health and Community Services
Health and community services criteria survey results in Table 3.10 and 3.11 show that
James Bay satisfies all of the evaluation criteria while Fernwood only satisfies one of the
criteria. From a possible total score of 8, James Bay scores 8 while Fernwood scores 2. The
reason for this disparity is that Fernwood offers access to health professionals, but does not
offer access to a walk-in medical clinic or seniors’ centre as James Bay does.
Table 3.10. Health and Community Services Criteria Findings for James Bay
Health and Community Services
Scoring
Medical clinic
No = 0; yes = 2
Is the clinic on a bus route
No = 0; yes = 2
Health professionals
No = 0; yes = 2
Seniors’ centre
No = 0; yes = 2
Total score
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Score
2
2
2
2
8

Table 3.11. Health and Community Services Criteria Findings for Fernwood
Health and Community Services
Scoring
Medical clinic
No = 0; yes = 2
Is the clinic on a bus route
No = 0; yes = 2
Health professionals
No = 0; yes = 2
Seniors’ centre
No = 0; yes = 2
Total score

Score
0
0
2
0
2

Recreation and Culture
Recreation and culture criteria survey results in Table 3.12 and 3.13 show that James
Bay and Fernwood satisfy all of the evaluation criteria except one. From a total possible score
of 10, James Bay and Fernwood both score 8 as neither feature a library branch in the
neighbourhood.
Table 3.12. Recreation and Culture Criteria Findings for James Bay
Recreation and Culture
Scoring
Public park
No = 0; yes = 2
Recreational paths
No = 0; yes = 2
Recreation centre or community centre
No = 0; yes = 2
Church
No = 0; yes = 2
Library
No = 0; yes = 2
Total score

Score
2
2
2
2
0
8

Table 3.13. Recreation and Culture Criteria Findings for Fernwood
Recreation and Culture
Scoring
Public park
No = 0; yes = 2
Recreational paths
No = 0; yes = 2
Recreation centre or community centre
No = 0; yes = 2
Church
No = 0; yes = 2
Library
No = 0; yes = 2
Total score

Score
2
2
2
2
0
8

Summary of Findings
This chapter presented the neighbourhood case study descriptions and survey findings.
As summarized in Table 3.14, according to the evaluation criteria, James Bay is more seniorfriendly than Fernwood. James Bay performed better than Fernwood in five out of the six
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categories. In the remaining category James Bay and Fernwood both preformed the same. The
next chapter on the analysis of the survey will attempt to offer more meaning to these findings.
Table 3.14. Summary of Neighbourhood Score By Category
Category
James Bay
Housing
18
Shopping
10
Pedestrian Environment
13
Public Transportation
8
Health and Community Services
8
Recreation and Culture
8
Total score out of 70
65
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Fernwood
14
6
9
7
2
8
46

4.

ANALYSIS
The following chapter provides a discussion of the survey findings and senior-friendly

neighbourhoods. An analysis of the housing, shopping, pedestrian environment, public
transportation, health and community services, and recreation and culture will be undertaken
with reference to specific criteria. This chapter will further explain the rationale as to why each
criterion is important. The purpose of the analysis is to find connections, if any, of the
researcher’s findings and to gain a better understanding of the reasons why each
neighbourhood responded to the evaluation criteria accordingly. The purpose is also to analyze
what the findings mean regarding the seniors-friendliness of each neighbourhood. The analysis
discusses literature that focuses on creating communities that are friendly to seniors, and the
importance of implementing senior-friendly features throughout the community.
4.1.

Housing
The survey findings revealed that James Bay performed better than Fernwood in the

housing category (refer back to Tables 3.2 and 3.3). The importance of including housing in the
evaluation criteria has previously been justified and supported by the literature; however, the
rationale deserves further explanation. Having the availability of a variety of housing options in
a neighbourhood better allows seniors to live out their life within that neighbourhood rather
than having to relocate (Hodge, 2008). Living out one’s life in the same neighbourhood also
allows seniors to maintain their social and community network and avoids a situation wherein
seniors move and consequently lose their social capital (Scharlach, 2008). Enabling seniors to
age in their own neighbourhoods can also be important for the neighbourhood’s stability and
the community tax base (n4a, 2007). There are a variety of reasons for residency decisions in
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old age. Although most senior residents choose to live in their homes as long as possible, some
choose to move into smaller and more manageable homes. Yet others may be forced to move
because they can no longer afford the associated costs of their home (Kihl et al., 2005).
In the case of James Bay and Fernwood, both neighbourhoods provide a broad range of
independent housing options. This theoretically allows seniors to move from a single detached
house to an apartment. However, if a senior in Fernwood chooses to, or is required to move
into an assisted living unit or continuing care retirement community, he/she would be required
to move outside of the neighbourhood. This scenario would not necessarily be the case for a
senior living in James Bay. As Fernwood is an urban neighbourhood, he/she would probably not
have to move far. Nevertheless, because mobility becomes more difficult as seniors age, it can,
as previously mentioned, result in seniors losing some of their social capital. Therefore, in
regards to the housing category James Bay is more senior-friendly.
There are several explanations for why James Bay is more senior-friendly than
Fernwood in terms of housing options. First, James Bay already has a much higher number of
seniors than Fernwood. Second, Victoria has traditionally experienced a high number of senior
migrants from other parts of Canada. Because of its proximity to Dallas Road, the Inner Harbour
and Beacon Hill Park, all of which are sought after leisure and recreational destinations, James
Bay would be viewed by seniors as a more desirable neighbourhood than others in Victoria. As
a result, it would naturally be a more logical place for private senior homes to locate in an
attempt to attract more affluent Canadians. Therefore, it would make sense that James Bay has
more senior housing options available.
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4.2.

Shopping
As noted previously in Tables 3.4 and 3.5, the survey revealed that James Bay performed

better than Fernwood in the shopping category. Availability and accessibility to shopping
amenities is important to creating senior-friendly neighbourhoods, because studies suggest that
much of the shopping of ambulatory seniors with walking restrictions is done within the
neighbourhood of residence (Smith, 1991). This is widely thought to reflect many seniors’
dependence on walking and public transit to meet their daily travel needs (Smith, 1991).
Additionally, a key pre-condition to independent living and life satisfaction may be a senior’s
ability to do their own shopping (Smith, 1991). In particular, access to grocery shopping is
essential to seniors’ independence (Kihl et al., 2005). To age-in-place successfully, seniors
require safe and easy access to shopping amenities (n4a, 2007). James Bay performs very well
in this category. Not only does it meet all of the requirements set out in the evaluation criteria,
but it does so very well. The neighbourhood centre provides a chain grocery store (“Thrifty
Foods”), has a good selection of retail amenities, two pharmacies (“Pharmasave” and “Thrifty
Foods Pharmacy”), and two banks (“Bank of Montreal” and “Coast Capital”). In contrast,
Fernwood does not offer a major grocery store within the neighbourhood boundaries, although
there is one larger family owned grocery store (“Wellburn's Market”) located on Cook Street,
right on the neighbourhood border. Fernwood does offer a diverse selection of retail amenities,
but some are targeting a younger demographic. Although Fernwood does have a pharmacy
(“Rexall”), it is located toward downtown on the neighbourhood edge, away from both
neighbourhood commercial centres. There is also a second pharmacy (“Shoppers Drug Mart”)
and a post office located approximately within 400 metres of the neighbourhood’s closest
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residential units. Finally, Fernwood does not have any post office or bank in the
neighbourhood, nor are there any banks within close vicinity of the neighbourhood. Therefore,
in terms of shopping Fernwood is a considerably less suitable neighbourhood for seniors than
James Bay.
4.3.

Pedestrian Environment
As noted in Tables 3.6 and 3.7, the survey revealed that James Bay’s pedestrian

environment performed considerably better than Fernwood’s pedestrian environment. The
condition of the pedestrian environment is of utmost importance to senior mobility, because
regardless of what form of transportation a senior utilizes, whether it be walking, public transit
or automobile, they will be required to successfully navigate the surrounding pedestrian
environment (Hodge, 2008). A pedestrian environment serves utilitarian and recreational uses.
Sidewalks function as a fundamental foundation for pedestrian networks (Shay, Spoon, &
Khattak, 2003). Sidewalks also serve as a crucial resource for seniors to be active and interact
with others by allowing accessibility to vital destinations (Kihl et al., 2005). An inadequate
pedestrian environment can discourage some seniors from walking and prevents others from
reaching their destinations (Kihl et al., 2005). Two specific reasons why Fernwood does not
provide a pedestrian environment equal to that of James Bay are sidewalk condition and
terrain. Overall this researcher observed that, sidewalks in Fernwood were narrower and in
poorer condition than those in James Bay. Moreover, because of the terrain of the Fernwood
area, some streets had a considerable gradient, especially the streets leading up to the seniors’
residence. This could understandably present challenges to seniors on foot in Fernwood. In
contrast, it was observed by this researcher that the terrain in James Bay was comparatively
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flat, making for considerably easier walking. Another discouragement to walking is the real and
perceived danger of traffic and difficulty crossing the street (Kihl et al., 2005). Therefore, the
necessity of crosswalks and traffic signals at larger intersections is important. These details in
traffic signage and safety are areas in which both James Bay and Fernwood could see
improvements. Environmental barriers such as safety can be a significant obstacle to walking.
Poor design and insufficient lighting can also contribute to seniors feeling vulnerable to crime,
resulting in being fearful of walking (Loukaitou-Sideris, 2006; Joseph & Zimring, 2007; Kihl et al.,
2005). The degree and form in which these environmental barriers are experienced depend on
age, gender and ethnicity (Loukaitou-Sideris, 2006). Finally, a lack of spaces to sit is a significant
barrier for many seniors wanting to walk to neighbourhood destinations (Joseph & Zimring,
2007). In James Bay there were resting benches along some sidewalks on streets where seniors’
residences were located. Additionally, a large proportion of bus stops provided benches, which
seniors could utilize as a place to rest. This was not the case in Fernwood, where there were no
benches in sight expect for in the neighbourhood public square and, most bus stops did not
have benches. Placing this focus on the pedestrian environment is important because there is
growing evidence that the perceived and objective physical environment are associated with
the amount that seniors walk (Joseph & Zimring, 2007). As noted previously, both Fernwood
and James Bay neighbourhoods have aspects of the pedestrian environment that could use
improvement, although James Bay maintains a superior edge in this regard.
4.4.

Public Transportation
As noted in Tables 3.8 and 3.9, the survey revealed that the performance of the public

transportation systems for James Bay and Fernwood were similar. Researchers have asserted
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that transportation systems are crucial for determining social and civic participation, access to
health promotion and social programs, and access to medical services (Cvitkovich & Wister,
2001; WHO, 2007). Therefore, funding should be allocated to transportation services that
“connect seniors to their communities and to the services that enhance their social, mental,
and physical health” (Cvitkovich & Wister, 2001 p. 811).
Both James Bay and Fernwood provide efficient and comprehensive bus service. The bus
routes provide seniors with access to services that are of value to them. The buses in these
neighbourhoods also operate frequently, roughly every 15-30 minutes, and each
neighbourhood has accessibility to numerous bus routes (BC Transit, 2009). Furthermore, the
Victoria Regional Transit System provides reduced fares to seniors (BC Transit, 2009). This is
important, as affordability of transit has been identified as a notable component of a seniorfriendly transit system (WHO, 2007; Kihl et al., 2005). Therefore, these various aspects of the
transit system contribute to its senior-friendliness. Another important issue to address is safety
on public transit. Public concerns over safety, especially in cities, are often cited as one of the
most prevalent reasons why individuals choose not to use public transit (Loukaitou-Sideris,
1999). The major concern is bus stop crime. Indeed, it has been found that women and seniors
are most fearful of bus stop crime (Loukaitou-Sideris, 1999). Methods to addressing this safety
concern include good lighting and safety-conscious bus shelter design. Although James Bay and
Fernwood both received the same score regarding bus stop shelters, this is misleading because
the majority of bus stops in James Bay had shelters whereas in Fernwood only a few bus stops
had shelters. The lighting at Fernwood bus stops also tended to be “fair” as opposed to “good.”
Finally, both neighbourhoods have failed to provide benches at each bus stop, but again the
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number of benches was much higher in James Bay. Thus, both neighbourhoods have
improvements to make to increase the senior-friendliness of their bus stops, Fernwood more so
than James Bay.
4.5.

Health and Community Services
As noted in Tables 3.10 and 3.11, the survey revealed that James Bay greatly

outperformed Fernwood in the health and community services category. Providing health and
community services has far-reaching implications for aging in place. Participants in the AgeFriendly Rural and Remote Communities Initiative focus groups expressed fear of being forced
to leave their community as a result of services not being available (Gallagher et al., n.d.).
Respondents who participated in AARP focus groups and online surveys ranked availability and
access to health facilities on top (Kihl et al., 2005). The result of not having health and
community services in a neighbourhood would not necessarily force a senior to move; however,
a senior-friendly neighbourhood would provide these local services and facilitate a senior to live
and seek services within the neighbourhood. James Bay outperformed Fernwood because it has
a medical clinic in the neighbourhood centre that is accessible by transit and has a seniors’
centre, whereas Fernwood only allows for access to medical facilities just outside the
neighbourhood. There are two medical facilities and the Royal Jubilee Hospital located
approximately 1.2 to 1.7 kilometres from the Fernwood neighbourhood centre. In terms of
community services, because a senior-friendly community will offer opportunities for social
engagement, the presence of a seniors’ centre can be important in providing social engagement
targeted at seniors (Scharlach, 2008). These simple but key factors give James Bay the lead in
this category as well.
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4.6.

Recreation and Culture
As noted in Tables 3.12 and 3.13, the survey revealed that Fernwood preformed better

than James Bay in the recreation and culture category. Recreation and culture are important
because they support active aging (Kihl et al., 2005). Active aging refers to increasing physical
and mental activities as a means to encouraging personal health (International City/County
Management Association [ICMA], 2003). Recreational and cultural activities form integral parts
of an active lifestyle and are important in maintaining seniors’ health and independence (Kihl et
al., 2005). Furthermore, recreation centres offer places to get together and facilitate social
interactions for seniors (Kihl et al., 2005). The resulting social support and participation fostered
by recreation centres are strongly associated with well-being throughout life (WHO, 2007). In
the survey, James Bay performed similarly to Fernwood. However, if one considers that James
Bay features Beacon Hill Park on its border and access to the waterfront walkway along Dallas
Road, James Bay actually provides better outdoor recreational opportunities than Fernwood.
Both neighbourhoods offer numerous churches and houses of worship of various dominations,
an important neighbourhood component for community interaction. Unfortunately, both
neighbourhoods lack a library branch and are a considerable walking distance away from one.
Less mobile seniors would be required to take a bus to access a branch. Libraries play an
important role in lifelong education and can function as an intellectual community centre for
seniors (Kihl et al., 2005). Therefore, they are an important attribute of a senior-friendly
neighbourhood.
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4.7.

Creating Senior-friendly Communities

British Columbia is focusing on creating age-friendly communities. In an age-friendly community
policies, services, settings and structures support and enable people to age actively by:
recognizing the wide range of capacities and resources among older people; anticipating
and responding flexibly to ageing-related needs and preferences; respecting their
decisions and lifestyle choices; protecting those who are most vulnerable; and
promoting their inclusion in and contribution to all areas of community life (WHO, 2007,
p. 5).
Specifically, an age-friendly community will consider outdoor spaces and buildings,
transportation, housing, social participation, respect and social inclusion, civic participation and
employment, communication and information, and community support and health services
(WHO, 2007). This report is focused on evaluating neighbourhoods for senior-friendliness.
Although the target demographic is more narrowly defined, 65 years of age and older as
opposed to aging older adults, the key principles that make a community age-friendly also make
it senior-friendly.
Through provincial initiatives British Columbia is focusing on creating age-friendly
communities. The province has established the Seniors’ Healthy Living Framework. One of the
four cornerstones of the Framework is to create age-friendly communities (Ministry of Healthy
Living and Sport [MHLS], n.d.). To support action in this area the province has established the
Seniors’ Healthy Living Secretariat. The Framework recognizes that transforming communities
to be age-friendly is critical, and assisting local governments in this transformation is necessary
(MHLS, 2009). In order to support this effort the Province has created a document called
Planning for the Future: Age-friendly and Disability-friendly Official Community Plans (Mahaffey,
2010). This guide encourages local governments to adopt goals in their Official Community
Plans (OCP) that address the categories evaluated in this report. The province has also created
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the BC Seniors’ Guide, which addresses housing, transportation and health services for seniors
(MHLS, 2009). The BC health care system encourages seniors to stay healthy and independent
for as long as possible (MHLS, 2009). Furthermore, the Province provides affordable housing
options addressing different seniors’ needs and operates housing programs such as
Independent Living BC (MHLS, 2009). As well, the Province recognizes that transportation is
crucial in helping seniors stay active and the role of public transit (MHLS, 2009).
The criteria evaluations that focus on assessing housing, public transportation and
health services are reflective of BC’s efforts to create age-friendly communities. The Provincial
Government's recognition of where emphasis needs to be placed and its commitment to
creating age-friendly communities will result in neighbourhoods that are more senior-friendly,
especially as a number of factors that affect senior-friendliness have provincial oversight. To
make James Bay and in particular Fernwood more senior-friendly, the neighbourhoods will have
to continue to work together with the City of Victoria, CRD, BC Transit and the Provincial
Government.
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5.

CONCLUSION
This Master’s report provided an analysis of the senior-friendliness of the City of Victoria

neighbourhoods of James Bay and Fernwood. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the
senior-friendliness of the James Bay and Fernwood neighbourhoods in order to understand
what aspects of these neighbourhoods are senior-friendly and what aspects require
improvement. This study on senior-friendly neighbourhoods is relevant to the planning field
because of the demographic shift that Canada is currently undergoing as the number of
Canadians reaching 65 years of age is increasing. As a result, seniors will account for a greater
proportion of the Canadian population. It is also relevant to planners and professionals in fields
such as engineering and public health because creating senior-friendly communities covers a
broad area of topics, therefore requiring the involvement of a range of professionals. Because
seniors tend to age in place, this will affect every community and the neighbourhoods within
those communities. Therefore, it is important that planners work with various professionals and
agencies as well as community associations and businesses to create communities that
facilitate senior-friendly living.
5.1.

Conclusions
In this research report, the neighbourhoods of James Bay and Fernwood were evaluated

for senior-friendliness. The evaluation criteria categories used in this report were housing,
shopping, pedestrian environment, public transportation, health and community services, and
recreation and culture. A summary of the entire evaluation criteria and findings are presented
in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1. Evaluation Criteria and Findings
Criteria
Housing
Single detached
Townhouse
Duplex
Apartment
Continuing care retirement
community
Assisted living facility
Residential care facility
Subsidized housing
Housing located near amenities
or transit
Shopping
Grocery store(s)
Retail amenities
Pharmacy
Bank
Post office
Pedestrian Environment
Sidewalks
Sidewalk condition
Walking terrain
Traffic signals at pedestrian
crossings
Resting places
Public spaces are well lit
Walking routes have good sight
lines
Public Transportation
Bus service
Bus stop shelter
Bus stop bench
Reduced senior fares
Bus stop lighting

Scoring

Score
James Bay

Fernwood

No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
0

No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2

2
2
2
2

0
2
2
2

None = 0; 1-4 = 1; 5+ = 2
None = 0; 1-4 = 1; 5+ = 2
None = 0; any = 2
None = 0; any = 2
None = 0; any = 2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
0
0

None = 0; partial = 1; total = 2
None = 0; poor = 1; good = 2
Steep = 0; moderate grade = 1; flat =
2
No = 0; partial = 1; all = 2

2
2
2

2
1
1

1

1

No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2

2
2
2

0
2
2

None = 0; hourly = 1; half hourly = 2
None sheltered = 0; some sheltered
= 1; all sheltered = 2
No bench = 0; some stops have a
bench = 1; all stops have a bench = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
Poor = 0; fair = 1; good = 2

2
1

2
1

1

1

2
2

2
1
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Criteria
Health and Community Services
Medical clinic
Is the clinic on a bus route
Health professionals
Seniors’ centre
Recreation and Culture
Public park
Recreational paths
Recreation centre or
community centre
Church
Library
Total score out of 70

Scoring

Score
James Bay

Fernwood

No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2

2
2
2
2

0
0
2
0

No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2

2
2
2

2
2
2

No = 0; yes = 2
No = 0; yes = 2

2
0
65

2
0
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The findings and analysis concluded that James Bay is more senior-friendly than
Fernwood. James Bay responded significantly better than Fernwood to the evaluation criteria
in four out of the six criteria categories. James Bay responded better to the housing, shopping,
pedestrian environment, and health and community services categories. Meanwhile, in the
public transportation category and the recreation and culture category James Bay and
Fernwood performed similarly.
5.2.

Recommendations
The recommendations focus on those that are more realistic to implement. Clearly

Fernwood would benefit from a postal office outlet and medical clinic in the neighbourhood;
however, as discussed in the report, both are already located in close proximity to the
neighbourhood. Therefore, it is not considered to be realistic for either amenity to be
implemented in the neighbourhood. The recommendations are separated by neighbourhood,
although some of them apply to both James Bay and Fernwood.
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James Bay


Conduct a pedestrian walkability survey. In the short term, the James Bay
Neighbourhood Association should arrange for a neighbourhood walkability survey to
be conducted.



Install bus stop shelters and benches. In the short term, BC Transit should conduct a
bus stop amenities assessment. In the medium term, BC Transit should install more
shelters and benches at bus stops that currently do not feature these transit amenities.



Consider opening a library branch in James Bay. In the long term, the City of Victoria
should consider locating a library branch in the neighbourhood. Such a decision would
need to consider financial feasibility and geographic appropriateness of locating a library
branch in the neighbourhood.



Conduct an accessibility survey. In the medium term, the James Bay Neighbourhood
Association should arrange for a neighbourhood accessibility survey to be conducted.

Fernwood


Conduct a needs assessment for seniors’ housing. In the short term, the Fernwood
Community Association should propose working with City of Victoria and Vancouver
Island Health Authority staff to conduct a needs assessment to determine if there is a
need to make assisted senior living or continuing care retirement community housing
available in the neighbourhood.



Encourage a bank to open a branch. In the long term, the Fernwood Community
Association should encourage a bank to set up a branch in the neighbourhood.
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Conduct a pedestrian walkability survey. In the short term, the Fernwood Community
Association should arrange for a neighbourhood walkability survey to be conducted.



Install bus stop shelters and benches and improve bus stop lighting. In the short term,
BC Transit should conduct a bus stop amenities assessment. In the medium term, BC
Transit should install significantly more shelters and benches at bus stops as these
amenities are currently scarce at Fernwood bus stops. As well, BC Transit should work
with the City of Victoria to improve lighting at some bus stops.



Conduct a needs assessment for a seniors’ centre. In the short term, the Fernwood
Community Association should work with City of Victoria staff to conduct a needs
assessment to determine if there is a need for a seniors centre in the neighbourhood.



Consider opening a library branch in Fernwood. In the long term, the City of Victoria
should consider locating a library branch in the neighbourhood. Such a decision would
need to consider financial feasibility and geographic appropriateness of locating a library
branch in the neighbourhood.



Conduct an accessibility survey. In the medium term, the Fernwood Community
Association should arrange for a neighbourhood accessibility survey to be conducted.

5.3.

Reflection on the Research Method
The evaluation criteria incorporated criteria that were identified in the Hodge (2008),

Kihl et al. (2005) and WHO (2007) survey guides and in the literature as being key to seniorfriendliness. Therefore, these evaluation criteria can be used to measure a neighbourhoods'
senior-friendliness. However, if there are more resources (i.e. people and time to conduct site
visits), it may be desirable to expand upon the evaluation criteria by adding more criteria and
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conducting interviews with seniors in order to identify other areas where neighbourhoods can
improve. Future research could expand the evaluation criteria beyond senior-friendliness in
general to include the needs of seniors with age-related disabilities. In the case of James Bay
and Fernwood, including more criteria in the list of evaluation criteria would probably affect
how well each neighbourhood meets the criteria and how the neighbourhoods will compare in
senior-friendliness.
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Appendix A: James Bay Walking Route

Source: Capital Regional District. (2012). Regional Community Atlas.
Retrieved April 14, 2012, from http://crdatlas.ca/
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Appendix B: Fernwood Walking Route

Source: Capital Regional District. (2012). Regional Community Atlas.
Retrieved April 14, 2012, from http://crdatlas.ca/
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Appendix C: Seniors’ Housing
Neighbourhood
James Bay

Facility Name
Amica at Douglas
House

Address
50 Douglas Street

James Bay

540 Dallas Road

James Bay

Amica at Somerset
House
Beacon Hill Villa

James Bay

Beckley Farm Lodge

530 Simcoe Street

James Bay

Camelot

455 Kingston Street

James Bay

Douglas Care Manor

657 Niagara Street

James Bay

Douglas Care Manor

647 Niagara Street

James Bay

Douglas Care Valencia

660 Niagara Street

James Bay

Heritage Abbeyfield

James Bay

James Bay Lodge

507 Government
Street
336 Simcoe Street

Fernwood

Glenwarren Lodge

1230 Balmoral Road

635 Superior Street

Housing Type
Residential care(78
beds), supportive
housing/assisted
living (64 units)
Supportive Housing
(540 Dallas Road)
Residential care
(80 beds)
Residential care
(70 beds)
Supportive housing
(34 units)
Residential care
(26 beds)
Assisted living
(7 units)
Supportive Housing
(14 units)
Assisted Living
(10 units)
Residential care
(208 beds)
Residential care
(76 beds)

Source: Senior Services Society. (2012). Seniors Housing Directory of BC. Retrieved April 1, 2012,
from http://seniorsservicessociety.ca/find_housing.html
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Appendix D: Neighbourhood Bus Routes
Neighbourhood
James Bay
James Bay
James Bay
James Bay & Fernwood
James Bay & Fernwood
Fernwood
Fernwood
Fernwood
Fernwood
Fernwood
Fernwood

Bus Route
3 Gonzales / Beacon Hill / Downtown
30/31 - 30 Royal Oak via Carey / James Bay / Beacon Hill 31
Royal Oak via Glanford / James Bay
33 UVic (from James Bay)
19 Hillside Mall
27/28 - 27 Gordon Head / Downtown / Beacon Hill
28 Majestic / Downtown / Beacon Hill
2/2A Oak Bay / Willows / Downtown
10 Royal Jubilee / Dockyard
11 Tillicum Mall / UVic
14 Vic General / UVic via Richmond
15 UVic Express / Downtown Express
22 Vic General / Hillside Mall

Source: BC Transit. (2009). Victoria Regional Transit System. Retrieved April 16, 2012,
from http://www.transitbc.com/regions/vic/
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Appendix E: Regional Bus Map for Greater Victoria

James Bay
Fernwood

Source: BC Transit. (2009). Victoria Regional Transit System. Retrieved April 16, 2012, from http://
www.transitbc.com/regions/vic/schedules/map.cfm?rmnu=dvMap&p=side&region=10&
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